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Publications

Academic Publications

Books


The Operationalization or Reactivity: qualitative investigation and quantitative analysis. Canterano (Italy) : Aracne, 2016

Articles


"Consignment contracts with cooperative programs and price discount mechanisms in a dynamic supply chain" (P. De Giovanni, R. Cesaretto, A. Buratto), International Journal of Production Economics, Issue forthcoming


"Optimal quality improvements and pricing strategies with active and passive product returns" (P. De Giovanni, Z. Georges), Omega, Issue forthcoming


"A Feature Fatigue Supply Chain Game with Cooperative Programs and Ad-Hoc Facilitators" (P. De Giovanni), International Journal of Production Research, Issue 1 (supply chain management, technology management, cooperative programs, facilitator, feature fatigue, game theory)

"Channel coordination with a manufacturer controlling the price and the effect of competition" (P. De Giovanni, A. Sacco), Journal of Business Research, Issue 1

"Vendor Management Inventory with consignment contracts and the benefits of cooperative advertising" (P. De Giovanni, S. Karray, G. Martin-Herran, ), European Journal of Operational Research, Issue 1

"Closed-loop Supply Chain Games with Innovation-led Lean Programs and Sustainability" (P. De Giovanni, T. Genc), International Journal of Production Research
"Coordinating innovation projects with high tech suppliers through contracts" (P. De Giovanni, T. Prekker), *Research Policy*, Issue 1


"A joint maximization incentive in closed-loop supply chains with competing retailers: The case of spent-battery recycling" (P. De Giovanni), *European Journal of Operational Research*, Issue

"Product cannibalization and the effect of a service strategy" (P. De Giovanni, V. Ramani), *Journal of the Operations Management Society*, Issue 1 (DellReconnect project; Goodwill agency; product cannibalization; price competition; service strategy)

"A two-period model of product cannibalization in an atypical Closed-loop supply chain with endogenous returns: The case of DellReconnect" (P. De Giovanni, V. Ramani), *European Journal Operational Research*, Issue 1


"Coordination in a distribution channel with decisions on the nature of incentives and share-dependency on pricing" (P. De Giovanni), *Journal of the Operational Research Society (2016)*, Issue 1


http://www.essec.edu/faculty/pietro-de-giovanni


"Supply Chain Reactivity: teoria ed evidenza empirica" (A. Cariola, P. De Giovanni, M. Passarelli), Sistemi&Impresa, Oct 2013, Vol. 7, Issue 1, p. 35-44


"Recent developments on conformance and design quality dynamics" (P. De Giovanni, M. Roselli), International Journal of Decision Sciences, Risk and Management, Jan 2012, Vol. 4, Issue 1-2, p. 163-174


**Book Chapters**
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Other Activities

Consulting and Other Activities